Case Study : Clydesdale Plaza
Devise and install a versatile system to give optimum
communication facilities in a contemporary space
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Client:
Clydesdale Bank
Location:
Clydesdale Plaza,
Edinburgh
Project:
Devise and install a
versatile system to give
optimum communication
facilities in contemporary
space

Background:
Clydesdale Bank, part of the National Australia

automatically lowered and switched on via a wall

group, undertook a project to upgrade the

mounted panel. Two points situated within the

presentation facilities within the group’s Integrated

room allow the presenter to connect a laptop to

Financial Solutions centres. One such facility is

the system which also has the capability to show

the Clydesdale Plaza boardroom in Edinburgh,

DVDs and videos.

where the bank was looking to enhance the
appearance of the room while ensuring that the

Result:

newly installed audio visual equipment did not

Scotia provided an elegant solution to the

detract from the room’s aesthetic appeal.

requirement within the Clydesdale Plaza
boardroom. The operation of the equipment

Design Considerations:

was kept simple and the visual impact of the

The main concern was to create a professional

technology was kept to a minimum with the

appearance, ideal for holding executive business

screen and projector being lowered into view

meetings, while simultaneously integrating state

when used for presentations.

of the art audio visual technology. For meetings
that did not require presentation facilities, the
customer’s preference was for the audio visual
equipment to be unobtrusive. A unique problem
was presented by half of the oval shaped room
having a ﬂoor to ceiling wood ﬁnish which had to
remain undisturbed.
Scotia Solution:
Scotia’s solution was to install, above the tiled
ceiling, two projectors and screens which are

The Clydesdale Plaza Boardroom is a prestigious and notable
facility designed to offer the greatest versatility of executive use
while retaining the ambience of the surroundings and offering the
advantage of visual presentations.

